
GODSHILL, FRANKENBURY & WOODSUEEN

5 miles. Park at Godshill CP. SU 176160.

There are two car parks at Godshill. The SU is that of the first reached on the road from Wood SUeen, on the 
right. 

Leave the CP and walk west and after 400m, at SU 1625 1595, turn left on a track leading SE. After 100m 
turn right to walk west then north-west. At SU 1710 1585 cross a road and continue NW, parallel to the 
motor road, to reach Folds Farm at SU 166159 Continue past the farm and at SU 165160 swing left to walk 
S at first. At SU 1645 1585 the path turns SE for 400m to SU 166156 where you veer south. Walk round the 
outside of Frankenbury Ring turning to walk east to SU 170151. Walk N for 150m then NW for a short way 
and continue north to a cross path at SU 171157. Continue NNE to the Wood Green – Godshill road at SU 
171159. 

Turn right and walk to the forestry entrance at SU 1720 1595. If open, walk through the wood NW for 
200m, then continue N for ½ mile to the road at SU 171168. Otherwise, if the forestry track is closed for  
logging, turn round and walk around Godshill Inclosure via SU 166159 to the viewpoint at SU 169164.  
Continue on the road  more or less N to SU 171170, cross the road and walk on open SUound with the forest 
area on your right. Continue NNE skirting wood, then E to reach a woodland road at SU 175174. Continue 
ESE for about 500m to SU 181173. Here turn right into the wood, walk S for 300m and, at cross track at SU 
180167, turn left E for 200m to exit the wood at SU 1815 1665. Turn and walk SW on the outside of the 
wood to reach the second CP at SU 177160 after ½ mile. Continue for another 100m to the first CP and the 
cars.
 

Ron Moore.  18/11/99. Led by Kay C. 9/11/99


